
GLONASSSoft 
platform functionality

 
 

Support of equipment from all popular manufacturers  

Cost-free data storage within 1 year    

Regular updates

www.glonasssost.ru

 

Intuitive interface 

High efficiency  
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Basic functions

Control vehicles online both in WEB and mobile versions.

Monitoring

Module Geofences allows to receive information on entry, 
exit and visit time of a unit as well as to build visit reports.
Grouping functions and activity filter of geofences make 
the work with the module much faster

Colours in calendar allow you to opt for the needed period of time 
to build the track and the report.

Geofences

Activity calendar

Develop your own samples of representing data with “Report designer”. 
The function of timely reports dispatch passes on information to the user.

Reports

Get notifications by any changes in the units status(speeding,
fuel drain, alarm button start, leaving the borders of geofences, etc.)
Notifications appear as a pop-up window and are saved for analysis executing.

Notifications
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Main functions

As an integrator it’s possible for you to not only send commands but also create 
convenient customized samples of popular commands. The client can easily use them 
as their dispatch is implemented by one click.

Commands dispatch on the GPS tracker

It’s up to you - whether to set customized reports on your own or make use 
of available samples. In any case the information is rapidly accessible and user-friendly.

Designer and reports samples
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Main functions

Now even an amatuer user is enabled to monitor the fleet technical status.
Schedule and control of service operations have become available due to mileage 
calculation and engine hours.

Module “Maintenance”

Entire range of functions is now available 
on updated iOS or Android mobile apps.
Intuitive interface copies the WEB version.

Control of frequency of maintenance performance by time, mileage and engine hours.

Schedule of service operations.

Indications of maintenance status.

Reports on the whole fleet, exact car or period of time.

Export and import of informationn on maintenance with large fleet.

Updated mobile app
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Main functions

Create a unique platform interface 
as a continuation of personal brand 
on your domain.

Customize design, logos, 
colours and login page.

 

Design customization

GLONASSSost system provides wide integration opportunities that allow 
to boost efficiency: possibility to work with API GLONASSSost, including integration 
with ERP systems such as 1C.

Retranslation server allows to promptly transmit data via EGTS, NIS, Wialon IPS protocols.

Third-party services integration

Retranslation server

+7 909 445 59 70
Contact our export department

info@glonasssost.ru


